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Po-210AS A TRACERFOR RADON INDWELLINGS
._ Christer Samuelsson, Lena Johansson and Margareta Wolff

"° iNTRODUCTION Radiation Phys. Dept., Lund Univ., Sweden

Let us introduce the field of retrospective radon (Rn-222) monitoring by

going back to the early days of radiation history, those exciting days of

scientific life when radon and thoron were called "emanation" and radon decay
products were called "Aktive Niederschlag" here in the empire of Austria and

"active deposit" in the English-speaking world.

In these earlydays of radiation history the chart of the nuclides and

isotopy were unknown to mankind and physicists were naturally very confused,

both by the radiation itself and by the "emanation" and the plate-out

phenomena. A quotation from Rutherford is representative "The emanation

possesses a very remarkable property ... of producing radio-activity in all
,, [A J__

substances on which it falls . The mystery deepened further when it was

found that the deposited activity could not be removed. This is what Crookes

had to say in 1903: "the pets,stance of radio-activity on glass vessels
which have contained radium is remarkable. Filters, beakers, dishes used in

the laboratory for operations w_ rad,tun, after having been washed in the
usual way, remain radio-active;

Through these two now rather dated quotations we have actually met the

two physical processes that are fundamental to retrospective radon

monitoring: I) plate-out of short-lived radon daughters and 2) ion

implantation by alpha recoils. The first process, plate-out, is the necessary

"marriage" between the radon decay atom and the macroscopic surface. Sticking
to a surface prevents the radon daughter from leaving the indoc.r environment

by ventilation. The second process, a daughter nucleus recoil[ing into the

outermost layer of a surface from an outgoing alpha particle, means that

subsequent radioactivity survives the interference of human beings who,
sooner or later, will disturb the surface, e.g. by cleaning.

The naturally implanted atoms of radon progenies constitute a memory of

past air concentration of short-lived radon daughters. Ph-210 has a long

half-life (22 years) and therefore Ph-210 and the ensuing radioisotopes (the
long-lived daughters) reflect the radon history several decades back in time.

To the radon epidemiologist the measurement of implanted, long-lived

daughters is very attractive since the time scales for the build-up of lung
cancer risks and Ph-210 activity are asstuned to be similar.

Our objective in this talk is to illustrate and discuss the correlation

between the surface activity of Po-210 (the grand-daughter of Ph-210) and the
asstlmed radon exposure in dwellings. The conclusion of this presentation will

be that, provided certain precautions are taken, the surface activity of
Po-210 is a very useful retrospective radon monitor. Future work in the field

should be devoted to refinements of the method, development of large-scale

detectors, and studies of the correlation between individual lung-cancer
risks and indoor surface levels of Po-210.

PROBLEMS AND STRATEGY

Radon exposure in this talk refers to the time-integrated air

concentration in a house and we use this quantity for want of something

better. Other quantities more closely related to the individual radon lung
cancer probability, e.g. cumulated bronchial dose, may be preferred, but

impossible or too difficult to estimate with any reasonable accuracy.
-3

Theoretical calculations indicate that a radon exposure of I000 Bq m

over a period of a year implants only a few Bq m-2 of Ph-210. Almost pure

_emitters at this level are impossible to detect nondestructive_y, and the
most practical way to reveal radon exposures below 1000 Bq y m" is by the
analysis of the alpha decaying grand-daughter Po-210. When Mother Nature for

once provides mankind with an ideally thin alpha source, alpha spectrometry
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is natural choice. By using_liarge-aFea pulse ionization chambers the counting
times can be reduced by onl_ or two orders of magnitude compared with the

' typical value of one week',_,neccessary w_ employing solid-state alpha
detectors. An open-flow ionliZation chamber can accomodate semi-infinite

samples e g large windows _

Due to its availability, _physical and electrical properties, etc, sheets

of glass are the best suited substrate for the implanted activity, [4] but as

with other surfaces in a house, dirtiness is a problem. The[s[ange of the
recoiling atom is only about 0.01 mg cm"2 (50 nm in glass). Exposing a

greasy glass sheet to radon ,daughters means that the implanted activity
resides at least partly in the grease. Four typical (cleaning) behaviour

patterns are examplified in Table I, but only the wife and the husband

behaviours are useful for retrospective radon monitoring.
, L ,,, ,i,

Code name Behaviour pattern

Wife Cleaning regulary or when dirty

Husband No cleanigg, never, guaranteed
Pensioner Occasional cleaning, does not remember when

Batchelor No cleanin_g, except the day before measurement
....... ,,, , ,, , ,, , ,, , ,

The short-lived activity plat'ing out in a dwelling depends on a number

of dose- and non-dose-related parameters and a completely free choice of

exposure conditions and type of sample will obscure the relationship between
radon exposure and implanted radioactivity, as will become evident from the

results presented in the next section.

RADON EXPOSU_ AND Po-210 SUB_FACE ACTIVITY INDOORS

At present we have 128 Po-210 values (Bq m"2) on glass sheet samples

gathered from different dwellings in our data bank. The complete data set of

implanted Po-210 activity (i.e. cleaned glass samples) is displayed in Figure
I. Part of the data is still under evaluation, but it is not likely that the

data presented will change significantly during the final stages of the

follow-up procedure. The final statistical tests on the data have not been

completed and the conclusion below S'lhould therefore be considered as

preliminary. ',

The dwellings are mainly single-fami,:ly houses situated in the southern
part of Sweden. In the majority of dwe.llings a single track-etch film

supplied by SSI[6}was exposed during a 2-3 month period in order to estimate
the radon concentration. The radon exposu,_-ewas then assessed as the radon

concentration times the number of year_ of exposure, 2 as given by the
house-owner. The square of the correlationl\_oefficient, r , of the total set
of data is 0.55. '\_

The radon exposure is evidently uncerta,_in_.We estimate the extrapolation
error assigned to the long-term average r_d_jn concentration to be t 40% (I

S.D.), based on data published by B_verst_ _and Swedjemark. [7] The total
exposure error is further augmented due 't_errors in the exposure time

estimate. The total relative standard deviati_D of the Po-210 determination
is in the majority of cases less than _+ lOV,. <:,

In order to strenghten the data it _'_!_g'decided to exclude all

objects/measurements meeting one or more of the','!_llowing criteria:

I) Window panes; a/The radon exposure may be_ l_w due to ventilation or

outdoor air infiltrgtion, b/Curtains, rad!_\_s , temperature gradients
may cause excessive variations. '_,_',,

2) Ambiguous exposure time; a/Age of sample given ,_V_!,interview differs from

written information in the follow-up questionn_,';_e,,

3) Inferior measurements; a/All Po-210 measuremen'L_ _i_akenwith one detector
showing high noise and low reproducibility (c_t_s_,Tlby a m_.Ifunctioning
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Fig I. The Po-210 surface activity of glass samples taken from dwellings. All
types of plane glass included.

Ali data accepted were divided into the three age groups and are plotted
in Figure 2. By deletion of "Iow-quallty" the spread in the data is reduced.

Especially the data points for ages below 15 years are well grouped and the

correlation is highly positive considering the small range, the uncertainlty
of the exposure data, and that the cleaning behaviour pattern is unknown.

There is a tendency towards increasing scatter with age in Figure 2. Such a

trend is expected since extrapolation errors and the probability of loose
contaminants catching the recoils increases with age. lt is evident from the

cleaning test of household glass samples carried out so far, that the issue

of household cleaning behaviour contributes significantly to the increased

scatter with age in Figure 2. Particularly the build-up of transparent
material (grease, fat etc.) on the glass surface is a problem.

CONCLUSIONS

Evaluating the glass-polonlum method as a retrospective radon monitor in

dwellings is not straightforward, as no other comparitlve methods are

available. Considering these difficulties, the implanted Po-210 activity of
indoor vitreous glass correlates well with the estimated radon exposure. The

small spread of data for samples younger than 14 years indicates that the

inter-house variation of long-term plate-out rates is low, at least much

lower than experienced in some radon-room exercises. Using glass objects that

have been kept clean throughout the exposure period and openly exposed to

plate-out, will maximize the accuracy of the proposed method. The maxlmum

precision achievable can not be judged from the data presented here since,

unfortunately, the detailed cleaning history is unknown for the majority ofthe samples.
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FiE 2. The same as Fisure I, but excludin8 windows and "low-quality" data

(see text). The uncertainity of the radon exposure is around _+40 % (-+IS.D.)
in most cases.
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